We demonstrate that, for a long cylindrical applicator that interfaces concavely or convexly with a scattering-dominant medium, a unique set of spiral-shaped directions exist on the tissue-applicator interface, along which the diffuse photon remission is essentially modeled by the photon remission along a straight line on a semi-infinite interface. This interesting phenomenon, which is validated in steady state in this work by finite-element and Monte Carlo methods, may be particularly useful for simplifying deeper-tissue sensing in endoscopic imaging geometry. © 2011 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 170.3660, 170.5280, 170.2150. The theory of diffuse photon propagation [1] is the basis of a number of bio-optical imaging approaches, including optical spectroscopy and optical tomography, which are extensively used for interrogating the functional status of tissue volumes in the diffusion regime. Diffuse optical techniques are most conveniently employed as a noninvasive imaging modality, which inevitably involves a physical interface between the tissue and the imaging applicator or, in some cases, the air. Most of these interfaces are in the form of either a planar shape, to which the semi-infinite geometry fits well, or a curved "concave" surface of relatively large radius with the center of the curvature located at the same side of the medium to be imaged, which is modeled quite accurately as a semi-infinite boundary. A recent study of diffuse optical imaging involved deploying the applicator in a body cavity [2] . The tissue-applicator interface in that study, which differs significantly from a semi-infinite geometry, was rendered by a "convex" curvature of small radius with the center of the curvature located opposite the tissue to be imaged. In diffuse optical tomography, arbitrary surfaces are detailed by means of numerical tools such as the finite-element method (FEM) [3] ; therefore, the effects of the shape and size of a tissue-applicator interface are accurately accounted for in the forward computation, even for an applicator of small radius, as far as the diffusion regime is concerned. On the other hand, in many diffuse optical sensing or spectroscopy applications the quantization of tissue optical properties is essentially based on an analytic model specific to the studied geometry, for which a planar semi-infinite model is frequently implemented. For a medium enclosed by a cylindrical boundary, several studies, including an extensive early work by Arridge et al.
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For a medium enclosed by a cylindrical boundary, several studies, including an extensive early work by Arridge et al. [4] and a recent one by Liemert and Kienle [5] , have established the theoretical frameworks for modeling photon diffusion in such concave-shaped geometry. Using the general analytic results introduced in these featured works, one could calculate the diffuse photon remission along any direction on the concave interface, including two orthogonal directions, namely the longitudinal and the azimuth directions. A pictorial examination of such "concave" interfaces would reveal that, for the same line-of-sight distance between the source and the field/detector positions, the diffuse photon remission along the azimuth direction should be greater than that on the semi-infinite interface, and conversely for that along the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, as the radius of the concave interface reaches infinity, the diffuse photon remission along either the azimuth or the longitudinal direction will progress asymptotically to that along a straight line on a semi-infinite interface. Such salient features relative to the concave-interfaced geometry have been examined for steady-state photon remission in a new analytical study [6] and validated by quantitative methods including FEM solution of photon diffusion equations, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, and experiment [7] . The studies in [6, 7] have also examined the convexinterfaced geometry. In the convex-interfaced geometry, given the same line-of-sight source-detector distance, the diffuse photon remissions along the longitudinal and the azimuth directions are found to be the opposite of those in concave-interfaced geometry when compared to the remission along a straight line in a semi-infinite geometry, and as the radius of the interface reaches infinity, both remissions progress asymptotically to the remission along a straight line on the semi-infinite geometry. If the radius of the concave or convex interface becomes very small, e.g., a couple of centimeters, the diffuse photon remissions along the longitudinal and the azimuth directions deviate significantly from the remission along a straight line on the semi-infinite interface. Such deviation entails curvature-specific and radius-specific modeling of the photon diffusion in the associated geometries.
In this Letter, we demonstrate an interesting phenomenon of diffuse photon remission associated with a long concave or convex cylindrical applicator. It refers to the possibility that for a long concave or convex cylindrical applicator a unique set of spiral paths exists on the tissue-applicator interface, along which the diffuse photon remission is essentially modeled by that along a straight line on a semi-infinite interface, given the same line-of-sight source-detector distance. In this work, the phenomenon is predicted analytically and verified numerically using FEM and MC methods for steady-state condition. It is exhibited that these spiral paths are tilted toward the longitudinal direction much more on a convex-shaped interface than on a concave-shaped interface, under otherwise similar conditions.
For a source and a detector located on a concave or convex cylindrical applicator, the line-of-sight distance, d, between them decomposes to d ‖ , which is parallel to the longitudinal axis, and d ⊥ , which is orthogonal to d ‖ , as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The position of the detector with respect to the source is represented by (d ⊥ , α),
The steady-state photon remission, Ψ, at the detector on a concave-shaped interface of large radius, based on Ref. [6] , when an extrapolated boundary condition is considered, is determined by
and for a convex-shaped interface of large radius by (1) and (2) correspond to the diffuse photon remissions along the longitudinal direction in the associated geometries; for α ¼ 0
(1) and (2) correspond to the diffuse photon remissions along the azimuth direction in the associated geometries. The pattern of photon remission along the longitudinal direction is quite evident: as the third term inside the braces in Eq. (1) or (2) vanishes, the pattern behaves as a straight line deviating from the line represented by the slope of −k 0 {refer to Fig. 11(b) of [6] } for the well-known semi-infinite geometry in the diffusion regime. However, the pattern of photon remission along the azimuth direction predicted by Eqs. (1) and (2), with respect to that along a straight line in a semi-infinite geometry may not be explicit due to the existence of two terms of opposite signs in the braces in addition to the k 0 .
From Eqs. (1) and (2) it is straightforward to derive that, along a direction defined by
on a concave-shaped interface and a direction defined by
on a convex-shaped interface, Eqs. (1) and (2) transform to the same equation that represents the photon remission along a straight line in a semi-infinite geometry. Note that Eqs. (1) and (2) are derived for cylindrical geometries of large radius, but nonetheless the patterns of photon remission along the longitudinal and azimuth directions, in terms of being greater or smaller than that along a straight line in a semi-infinite geometry for the same line-of-sight source-detector distance, hold for cylindrical geometries of small radius [7] . For cylindrical geometries of small radius, even though the analytic representation of the semi-infinite equivalent path would be complicated, the existence of such featured paths is warranted. The paths signified by Eqs. (3) and (4) for cylindrical geometries of large radius or more complex forms for cylindrical geometries of small radius are spiralshaped and form a closed loop. Figure 1 illustrates examples of those spiral paths for cylindrical geometries of small radius that are found numerically by a two-step procedure. In the calculation, the position of a detector or field point with respect to the source fixed at the origin is represented by a planar grid. The first step involves establishing a coarse grid consisting of identical rectangular elements of 0:05 cm in length. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , each grid represents three possible directions of moving a detector one step away from the source: 0:05 cm along the longitudinal direction, 0:05 cm in line-of-sight distance along the azimuth direction, or along a direction diagonal to the previous two. For each grid, the difference between photon fluences in the cylindrical geometry [6] and in the semi-infinite geometry is calculated for the line-of-sight distance between the fixed source and each of the three possible positions of the detector. The detector is then moved along the direction that has the photon fluence that is least different from that of the semi-infinite geometry. The region containing the path for moving the detector, shown in Fig. 1(c) , is then used as a prior in the second step to guide the calculation of a finer path, as shown in Fig. 1(d) , by using procedure similar to that in the first step but in a denser grid of 0:005 cm, and only in the prior region. This two-step procedure is implemented for resolving a finer profile in an expedited computation workflow.
The nodes of the grid for positioning the detector following the steps described above, when mapped back onto the cylindrical interface, become the spiral-shaped loop presented in Fig. 1(e) for both concave and convex interfaces of the same radius. The complete profile of the butterfly-shaped spiral pattern has two lobes symmetric to the source point, and each lobe is symmetric with respect to the midsagittal plane containing the source, due to the apparent spatial symmetry. Figure 1 (e) corresponds to a cylinder radius of R 0 ¼ 1:5 cm and optical properties of μ a ¼ 0:02 cm −1 , μ 0 s ¼ 5 cm −1 , and A ¼ 1:86 [7] . Because on a convex interface the spiral loop is very axially tilted, the photon fluence at the tip of the lobe is difficult to calculate for stronger μ a and μ 0 s due to the limit in floating-point arithmetic [6] .
The spiral patterns found in Fig. 1 are examined against FEM solution of photon diffusion equation [8] and MC simulation [9] in the associated geometries. The FEM volumes and the highlighted spiral profile are illustrated in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) . Shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) are photon fluences calculated by four methods: along a straight-line in a semi-infinite geometry using the semiinfinite analytic model, along the semi-infinite equivalent spiral profile using the analytic model of cylindrical geometry [6] , and along the semi-infinite equivalent spiral profile using FEM solution of the photon diffusion equation and MC simulation. The radius of the cylinder is R 0 ¼ 1:5 cm, and the optical properties are μ a ¼ 0:025 cm −1 , μ 0 s ¼ 10 cm −1 , and A ¼ 1:86. For the convex geometry, the longest line-of-sight distance examined is 15 cm, and, because the MC results at the sourcedetector separation longer than 11 cm were too noisy, they were discarded. Despite the fact that diffusion is not valid in the near-source region, the diffuse photon remission calculated along the displayed spiral directions agrees very well with that along a straight-line in a semi-infinite geometry.
Note that the spiral path on a convex-shaped interface is tilted much more toward the longitudinal direction than it is on a concave-shaped interface, under otherwise identical conditions. It is found that the spiral pattern is dependent on the radius of the studied geometry, as indicated by Eqs. (3) and (4), and the optical properties of the medium as well, but is only weakly dependent on the optical properties of the medium in convex geometry. We thereby anticipate that the very forward-tilted spiral direction in a convex geometry could be particularly useful for probing deep tissue in endoscopic sensing applications. Among the possibilities of taking advantage of this spiral profile, one configuration may be placing sidedirected optodes parallel to the longitudinal axis and distantly along such spiral profiles on the imaging applicator within a body-cavity to interrogate deeper tissues and to conveniently apply the semi-infinite model to quantify the photon remission measured in such a configuration.
In summary, we have demonstrated that for a long concave or convex cylindrical applicator there is a unique set of spiral paths on the applicator, along which the steadystate diffuse photon remission is equivalent to that along a straight line on a semi-infinite boundary. We anticipate that such a semi-infinite equivalent path may be useful for deeper-tissue sensing in a small-scale endoscopicimaging geometry. The existence of similar phenomena in time-resolved conditions may worth investigating in future studies. It is also expected that similar phenomena may be found in other cases in which the transport process is governed by diffusion equation and the medium of the transport is bounded internally or externally by a long circular cylindrical interface.
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